LT HILAR MASS + LUL COLLAPSE

- Starter film
- Run through the whole SCRIPT
- Finish the film in 30 sec !!!
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LT APICAL MASS: PANCOAST TX

- Starter film
- Run through the whole SCRIPT
- Finish the film in 30 sec !!!
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ATYPICA TB: MAI

- LADY WINDERMERE SYNDROME
- RML: Patchy cons + tree in bud on HRCT
- DDx
Synovial Osteochondromatosis

- ? Not PVNS
- How do you differentiate
- MR Findings
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- SIGMOID VOLVULUS

- Again starter film

- ? Not caecal volvulus

- Script run through including management
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LT Stag-horn Calculus
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RUL: TB

Approach Dx and DDx

Management: Contact tracing and Isolation *
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- DDX: Miliary Nodules
- DX: VZV Pneumonia
FRONTAL GBM (DDx: Lymphoma)

- Approach to brain tumours (just like bone tx!)
- Bn vs Malg
- DDx with reasoning
- Further Mx
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- Multiple Sclerosis (demyelination)

- Approach
- Typical Signs on MR
- Typical locations
- Atypical appearances
- Management:
  (Diag criteria + Treatment options)
Thank You

Dr Sameer Shamshuddin